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Club Overview 

Newcastle City and Eastern Districts Cricket Club Inc. is an incorporated sports club. This club was formed in 

January 2001 following the amalgamation of Newcastle City District Cricket Club and the Eastern Districts 

Junior Cricket Association. Our teams play in the Newcastle District Association, the Newcastle City and 

Suburban Association, and the Newcastle Junior Cricket Association competitions.  

Office Bearers 2017-18 
President   Steve Garrett 

Senior Vice President  Trevor Van Kemenade 

Junior Vice President  Ross Leonard 

Treasurer   Adrian Mannel 

Secretary   Julie Vitnell   

Assistant Secretary  Penny O’Shea 

Junior Secretary  Ross Leonard 

Junior Registrar   Yusuf Badat 

Committee Member   Bryce Garrett 

Committee Member  Grant Case 

Committee Member   Greg Hook 

Committee Member   John Hodgson 

Committee Member   Jack Downing 
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President’s Report 

At the Annual Presentation Night held on 2nd April 2018 I talked about Momentum.....“the strength or force 

that allows something to continue, or to grow stronger, or faster as time passes”  Webster Dictionary.   

Our return to No1 Sports Ground, not only for 1st and 2nd grade games but also training, generated early 

momentum in season 2017-18, not just in training lead by Tom Anderson and Lyle McGuigan, but in results 

on the field lead by our 1st grade squad.  There were moments of brilliance across the grades throughout the 

season, and possibly moments we would prefer to forget!  But without any doubt there was forward 

momentum in the club. 

As a club we have been inconsistent in the NDCA Club Championship since our win in season 2010-11.  Our 

goal was to finish in the top 3 this season.  Early momentum, particularly from 1st and 4th grade, meant this 

goal was well within our grasp.  However, despite the late momentum from 2nd and 3rd grade, we faded in 

the final few rounds finishing just 3 points short of our goal.  So, while momentum is very important, it must 

be coupled with consistency to achieve outstanding results! 

The Chairman of Selectors, Greg Hook, worked with our grade captains to instill consistency into the selection 

process.  This was no mean feat, with around 96 grade players taking the field for City this year.  With 18 

players featuring in 1st grade and more than 30 in each of the other 3 grades, this task is often more of an art 

than a science! Notably, 20% of these players were active in juniors during the year. 

Once again, the City juniors club, had a stellar year.  The committee, ably led by Ross Leonard, oversaw more 

than 300 young players.  Please take some time to read the junior report which is included in this document.  

With home grown junior players well entrenched in all senior 

grades, we are the envy of most if not all the NDCA clubs.  But we 

can’t take our eye off the ball here! Continuing to foster the 

relationship between our senior and junior clubs, and 

opportunities for player development, is essential for City to 

maintain momentum.  This will be a key task for the incoming 

Committee.  

As will the continued importance City places on Women’s cricket.  

Jo Case continues to champion this cause and it is essential that 

the club assists in breaking down the barriers! 

I would like to acknowledge 3 award winners from the presentation night; Dylan Hunter (Player of the Year) 

epitomised what consistency can deliver with outstanding all-round performances for City and various 

representative teams; Sam O’Sullivan (Junior Player of the Year) built momentum in the lower grades whilst 

completing his HSC, and carried this through to 1st grade from round 8; Cal Fowler (Most Improved) showed 

maturity beyond his years with bat and ball throughout the season, which culminated in a well-deserved 

appointment as second grade captain.  Well done to all award winners. 

Congratulations also must go to City’s mighty NCSCA’s D1’s team on a nail biting Final victory!  

We are fortunate to have a loyal group of sponsors (full list on the last page of this report), whose 

commitment and generosity provides each and every player within the club the opportunity to get out and 

get active, playing the sport they love….the game of cricket.  For this we thank you! 

Finally, City could not function without the knowledge and generosity of time given freely to the club by our 

committee members, coaches, managers, volunteers, mums, dads and supporters, Thank You! 

Lets keep the momentum going City boys and girls. 

Steve Garrett  
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Treasurer’s Report  

Another big year off the field saw the club make some great progress in terms of facilities with no.1 and 
coaching, in particular with Tommy and Lyle. These items provided a great environment for the players and 
club to improve and enjoy their cricket. The club continues to try and invest resources into improving both 
on and off the field aspects. 
 
The year saw some greater expenditure incurred in regards to the above as well as the ongoing increase in 
the costs of playing cricket (umpires, balls, curating).  
 
A big thanks to our sponsors who have provided us with a great deal of financial assistance during the year 
to allow us to try and keep the registration fees as low as possible for players. Well done to all the players 
who helped the club out during the year on raffles, covers, fundraisers and support of the Bennett. 
 
I'd also like to say a big thank you to Greg hook and Steve Garrett who did a great deal of work on the 
sponsorship and financial front. 
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Juniors Report  

Teams 

We had 4 Under 11 teams and 2 Under 12 teams using the new formats nominated by CNSW. We also had 

an (all-girls) team (managed by Anne Wiseman) that played in a 5 week competition after Christmas for 

Under 10’s. 

We also had the continuation of the Sixers Girls’ Under 13 competitions on Friday evenings (managed by 

Johanna Case and Susie Boswell), with one of our teams playing before Christmas and another after 

Christmas – a total of 20 girls participating. We also had a new all-girls team playing in Under 12’s against 

the boys on Saturday mornings. All up, our club had some 245 players (excluding MILO) of which 56 were 

girls. Our club continues to lead the development of girls’ cricket in Newcastle and Johanna Case is the 

driving force behind this success (along with Tommy Anderson of course with the older girls). 

We had 5 teams again playing T20 Blast at No. 1 Sportsground on Monday nights (43 players in all). One of 

these was an all-girls team.  

We also had another successful year with the young ones at MILO in2CRICKET (around 50 players in all). 

Our thanks go to Kylie Read, who ran MILO again this season at Learmonth Park and to all the juniors and 

seniors who lent a hand. 

We had 16 teams playing competition cricket on Saturday mornings from Under 11’s to Under 17/18’s, the 

highest number of any junior club, with 182 players.  

Coaches and Managers 

We thank the coaches and managers of all our teams for the great job they did, with special recognition for 

those coaching our lower grade teams, whose job is arguably more difficult, looking after players with a 

variety of abilities. We also had some of our younger senior boys helping with the coaching of some teams 

and this worked well. 

The coaches of our five T20 Blast teams were Claire Brown (Red), Justin Walsh (Blue), Simon Thibault (Pink 

– Girls), Andrew Freeman (Green) and Bronwyn Rundle (Black). 

Our Saturday competition team coaches were:- 

Under 11 Blue – Rob Parkinson and David McRae  

Under 11 Red– Dan Mitchell and Paul Langworthy 

Under 11 Green - Andrew Farthing and Kylie Read 

Under 11 Yellow – Mitch Nesbitt and Kylie Woods 

Under 12 Division 1 – Scott Edden and Kathryn McGrath 

Under 12 Division 2 (girls) – Ian Gray and Dominic Eve 

Under 13 Division 1 – Anthony Molinia  

Under 13 Division 3 – Liam Whitehead and Elke 
Ryssenbeck 

Under 14 Division 1 – Peter Sylow and Paul King 

Under 14 Division 2 – Chris Wharton 

Under 15 Division 1 – Cameron Hainsworth 

Under 15 Division 1 (girls) – Tom Anderson and Lyle McGuigan 

Under 15 Division 2 Blue – David Donnelly, Michael Foster and Cal Fowler 
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Under 15 Division 2 Red – Steve Connors 

Under 16 Division 1 – Andrew McTaggart and Jock Carter 

Under 17/18 – Darren Castle and Steve Garrett 

Junior Sub-Committee 

The existing committee - Ross Leonard (Secretary/President), Andrew McTaggart (Treasurer), Yusuf Badat 

(Registrar), Tommy Anderson (Gear), Kylie Read (Milo and General), Johanna Case (Clothing and Girls), 

Anne Wiseman (Grants and General) and Paul King (Balls and Grounds) were supported by a couple of great 

new members  - Susie Boswell (Girls and Working with Children Checks) and Scott Anson (Sponsorship). 

Sponsors 

Thanks to our sponsors this season who were:- 

McDonalds King St (Major Sponsor)                           Quanto Quantity Surveyors 

Kingsgrove Sports                                                           Crema Coffee Garage 
Rosehill Estate Millfield                                                 McTaggart Chartered Accountants 

Wallaroo Estate Clarence Town 

 

Team Results 

We had 16 teams again playing in the Saturday morning competitions. 13 of these made their semi-finals 

and 2 (Under 11 Red and Under 15 Division 1 boys) were minor premiers. Under 11 Green, Under 12 

Division 1, Under 13 Division 3, Under 14 Division 1, Under 15 Division 2 Blue and Under 16 Division 1 were 

defeated in their semi-finals. So we had 7 teams winning through to their grand finals. 

Under 11 Yellows lost their grand final to a strong team, while Under 11 Blues went down in a close game 

to their main rivals, Wests, who sadly did not allow all their players equal participation, as supposed to and 

as we did. Our Under 12 Division 2 team fell just short in their attempt to be the first ever girls team to be 

premiers. Our Under 15 Division 2 Red team went very close to winning their grand final – probably just a 

couple of dropped catches (or an umpiring decision) making the difference. Our Under 17/18 team lost to 

their rivals whose couple of gun batters just made the difference. 

Our Under 11 Red team were too strong in their grand final again – they have only lost one game in two 

seasons. But, speaking of good records, our Under 15 Division 1 team won their 5th successive grand final – 

not bad eh! They did cut it fine though, with their opponents needing a four of the last ball of the match to 

win, but getting only a single. 

Club Trophy Winners 

Winners of our club’s perpetual trophies were:- 

Fielding Award –Jack Donovan-Schultz – Under 13 Division 1  

Wicket Keeping Award – Jack Hartigan – Under 15 Division 1 

Batting Award – Jay Garrett – Under 17/18 

Bowling Award – Wil Anson – Under 15 Division 1 

Young Cricketer of the Year Award (Tommy Anderson Trophy) – Jonah Roser – Under 12 Division 1 

Older Cricketer of the Year (Bruce O’Sullivan Trophy) – Jay Garrett – Under 17/18.  

 

Major NJCA awards went to Eden Brichta – Champion Player in Under 16 Division 1, Jay Garrett – Overall 

Player of the Year and Sienna Eve – NJCA Female Player of the Year. 
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Representative Cricket 

Special mentions go also to the following players who progressed above the DCA and IDCA representative 

levels:- 

Under 14 State Challenge – Alex Sylow, Cooper Southam 

Under 14 Kookaburra Cup – Cooper Southam, Wil Anson, Oliver Latter 

Bradman Cup – Angus McTaggart 

NDCA Kingsgrove Sports Junior Player – Angus McTaggart 

15’s ACT-Country National Champs – Winners – Clare Webber 

Newcoasters  Country Champs – Clare Webber, Abbey Taylor, Madison McGuigan, Jordan Anderson, Alison 

McGrath, Millie Kohl, Jessica Hjort, Alethea Graham, Madelaine Case, Rose Lancaster, Milah Riley 

Central North Country Champs – Mollie Mullen 

State Under 15’s team – Maddison McGuigan, Jordan Anderson 

State Under 18’s team – Abbey Taylor, Alison McGrath 

17 of our current juniors also played grade cricket for City and acquitted themselves well in various 

divisions, including first grade. 

 

Challenges 

We had financial challenges this season, with increased registration fees, more umpiring fees, curation fees 

for turf wickets for our 4 older teams, payment of registration fees for the young seniors who helped with 

our coaching and higher clothing costs. However, we came out at the end still in the black. 

Looking Ahead 

For next season our challenges include:- 

- Maintaining our player numbers 

- Increasing sponsorships – particularly for shirt sponsors 

- Bringing in new clothing (shirts with sponsors’ logos) 

- Finding new committee members if needed 

- Trying to get more assistance for inexperienced coaches 

- Finding enough suitable grounds, having lost Darling St to soccer 

- Replacing synthetics at Myamblah Oval nets. 

Ross Leonard 
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FIRST GRADE 

With a number of new recruits and an experienced City youth player returning, the 2017/18 season was 
one of excitement and anticipation. After having pushed a number of experienced teams the previous year 
and having another the same core group, this 1st grade captain was very confident, especially after being 
predicted to finish 11th by the local journalists.  

We welcomed a number of new and returning players to our 1st grade side this year: 
 Opening bowler Toby Finn; who joined us from the same club as last year’s import, Ed Wharton. 
 Kai Appleby; with us again for his second year. 
 Isaac Smith; from the upper hunter region looking to play at the next level. 
 and club "junior stalwart" Dylan Hunter after a 2 year "gap year" playing and travelling in England 

and Europe. 

We hit back at the critics with a strong opening victory against Toronto in the controversial new-look one-
day competition which gave us the momentum to win our next 3 games. Having led our group in the pool 
stages with one game left to play it would appear that the cricketing gods were against us forcing our last 
game against Belmont to a washout. Unfortunately our percentage in these games could not allow us to 
finish on the top of our group despite not losing a game. 

This strong start to our season set up our first half of the year with comprehensive wins against, Cardiff and 
perhaps one of the greatest individual batting performances and run chases in Newcastle City against 
experienced campaigners Wests.  

One a hot day in the last round before the Xmas break, the 
skipper sent the Home side in on what looked like a deck that 
would do a little early. However, after taking 2 quick wickets 
in the opening 4 overs, the wicket dried out and we were left 
chasing the ball to all parts of the field despite the bowlers 
trying their absolute best and actually bowling some quality 
deliveries with Wests finishing at 295. With 12 overs left to 
play in the day, we got off to a quick start but lost a number of 
valuable wickets very early to finish 5/40 at the end of the 
days play with Dylan Hunter and Sam O'Sullivan at the crease. 

Fortunately for us, the weather was hotter the second day and our opponents under-estimated the grit and 
determination on the remaining 6 players still to bat. Dylan Hunter was instrumental placing and caressing 
the ball to all gaps on the field with Sam O'Sullivan being rock solid and providing Dylan with as many balls 
to face as possible. These two put on a match saving partnership and at the fall of Sam's wicket had us 
within 100 of Wests target. With wickets falling gradually around him, Dylan controlled the game and hit a 
6 to win the game with us 8 down and youngster Aidan Galvin breathing a major sigh of relief leaving him 
not required to take the crease. Dylan finishing on a monstrous 163 not out. 

Unfortunately the second half of the season was far more difficult with 
many pitches being very dry making for tough bowling conditions and 
our batting was not up to first grade standard (with the exception of a 
few). We ended up finishing the second half of the season without a 
win in the 2 day competition, and 2 wins in the T20 competition just 
proving that our young side has much to learn from being that the great 
sides have the one thing we want to strive for, consistency.  

All in all, I loved captaining the troops again this year and I wanted to 
give an enormous shout out to our scorer Yusaf Badat, and our Lunch 
helpers Jenni Whitehead and Shenaaz Badat with whom I would have 
been lost each week.  

A second shout out to Lyle and Tommy for their great guidance and direction throughout the year. I know 
that all players have benefitted in some way from your coaching. 
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I'm not sure what next season holds for me just yet, but I know that the club is certainly heading in the right 
direction with the commitment and attitudes of players being at an all-time high since I have been at the 
club. 

Jack Downing 

City for the Kitty 
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SECOND GRADE 

Leading into the season we struggled to find a 2nd grade skipper to replace John Hodgson who had 

performed this role for years. Thankfully, Brent Ingham put his hand up 

to captain the boys in what would be a great challenge. Due to 

understandable work commitments, I (Cal Fowler) picked up the reigns 

of captaincy for the later parts of the season. We struggled to find a 

consistent side each week with over 40 players having a game in 

Seconds this season. Inconsistencies in all areas led to low totals and 

lack of wickets. Our two-day cricket proved successful in comparison to 

the first half of the season with City notching some big wins including 

an outright against Ham-Wicks. The clubs promising juniors showed 

great promise with Will Davis and Quinn Fowler topping the batting 

and bowling stats respectively. As a young side, it was good to see 

some of the older guys like Bryce Garrett and Michael Wilkinson bringing some experience to the team. 

The side was unlucky in losing some close games to top teams including the first match of the season which 

was a tight loss to Merewether at Empire Park. We posted a respectable total but struggled to 

accommodate to the shorter form of the game. As the season progressed, the opening partnership of Brent 

and Will proved an effective one with the pair contributing regularly with the bat. Inconsistency and lack of 

depth in the middle order proved a struggle in the one-day format. Following this, the one-day games 

proved a challenge for the City lads. Bryce Garrett captained the side for a deserved win over Toronto in a 

tough middle of the season win. City bowled first and rolled Toronto for 160-odd with the overwhelming 

highlight being a Nic Tantos wicket. In Will and Brent’s absence, myself and Wilko put our hands up to open 

the batting and after a shaky start the City boys chased the total with wickets to spare. 

 Cal (59) Bryce (50) Jeremy (30) 

As Brent’s move to Sydney occurred, he nominated me as the interim skipper and I was lucky enough to 

bring the boys home for a strong finish to the season. Quinn’s pace and accuracy in opening the bowling 

was a highlight all season. This was supported by great spells from Brent Ingham, Isaac Smith, Aiden Galvin, 

Cal Fowler and Bryce Garrett. We were also lucky enough to have our 

Pom Toby Fynn in the side for a couple games who picked up an 8fa 

against Ham-Wicks as well as 11 wickets for the match. In the same 

match Bryce contributed a quick fire 100 as well as a sly 3 wickets. The 

following week and the final match of the season saw a convincing 

Newcastle City victory over Waratah. City batted first and posted an 

apparently respectable 160-odd with Jay Garrett starring with the bat 

scoring 50. Waratah batted out the last 10 overs of day 1 and were 

0/20. With Waratah in the box seat, the city boys came back the next 

week with energy and a desire to finish the season strong. Early wickets 

fell to Quinn Fowler and Aidan Galvin and this was backed up with 

wickets to Cal and Bryce. As the heckling from the stands continued, City stayed focused and took 10 

wickets for 100 runs. 

2017/18 proved a challenging season with ups and downs but the boys enjoyed their time out on the pitch. 

A strong finish to the season was an awesome and encouraging sign heading into next season where we 

can hopefully maintain a tight, consistent side that can be in finals contention.  City for the Kitty!! 

Cal Fowler 
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THIRD GRADE 

The 2017/18 season for City 3rd grade was a very successful season, bouncing back from missing the semi-

finals the year before! 

The season unearthed some exciting juniors within the club, some impressive new recruits, as well as being 

a season of reinvigoration for others. 

Starting off the year under strength, but off a tie against Merewether, 

we got our first glimpse of the talent of Ed Brentnall, brother of long 

time City player Sam, as he top scored and also took 5 wickets. The 

match also gave Angus McTaggert and Cooper Southam a taste of 3rd 

grade, which they grabbed with both hands in great performances. 

Wins against Wallsend and Waratah (including a famous ‘caught E. 

Brentball, bowled S. Brentnall, that will long play in the Brentnall 

household forever more) followed, and it became quickly apparent that 

at full strength, this team could go a long way this season. 

However inconsistent player availability in the top 2 grades meant that 3s were a different team each week, 

and after a loss against lowly University, the side bounced back with a crushing outright over Cardiff 

(bowled out for 18 in the first innings as Mitch Gray continued to take wickets for fun in 3rd grade on the 

way to a 10 wicket haul for the match, whilst Sam O’Sullivan made a cameo and frightened a number of 

batsmen into considering retirement), a solid win over Toronto (Mike Renkert taking 8fa and fifties from 

Timmy Rogers and Adrian Mannel), before a loss to Wests just before Christmas saw the side turn mid 

season in 2nd place. 

Following a victory over Wallsend, the team met first placed 

Charlestown in what would prove to be a grand final preview, City 

winning a nail biter by 2 runs, thanks to a now famous Ollie Whatnall 

run out, and some impressive bowling by John Hodgson and James 

Kosy, after Jeremy Unicomb whacked 50 the week before. An easy 

outright over Stockton followed, before another good win over 

Hamwicks (50s from Liam and Cooper), where Aiden Cahill had the 

chance to show his immense potential. The side finished the regular 

season with a disappointing loss against Waratah, but still finished in 3rd 

place to book a semi final against Merewether.  

Meeting at Townson Oval, after being in early trouble, steadying hands 

from Ed and Adrian got City going again, before Mark Conway turned back the clock with a mature 48 to 

lead City to a competitive 136 on a seaming pitch and slow outfield. It proved to be more than enough, with 

an incredible bowling and fielding performance (led by Ed, Angus, Aidan and Mike) saw Merewether 

reduced to 9-33, before eventually being bowled out for 76, setting up a show down with Charlestown. 

After a week of rain, we were amazed to get on, with the pitch at Harker Oval in surprisingly very good 

condition. As a team we decided if we won the toss we would bowl and see what was in the pitch, which is 

how it played out. However after an early wicket each to Mitch and Ed, the pitch flattened out, and despite 

City’s bowlers not letting up all day, Charlestown batted out the day making 247 (Ed 3 wickets, with 2 each 

to Mike, Mitch and Aidan). In what was always going to be a tricky chase, City unfortunately lost wickets 

regularly, despite a mature 46 from Angus and 29 from Cooper, City just couldn’t get in the hunt and were 

bowled out for 162. 

Despite the disappointment of losing a grand final, making it is an outstanding achievement, and the 5th 

time in 8 years (including 3 major premierships) reflects the success 3rd grade has had. There were 
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numerous positives to come out of the season, highlighted by the all-round talent of juniors Angus, Aidan 

and Cooper, as well as the invaluable contributions of James Kosy and Jack Lyons, who will be play big roles 

in the higher grades in years to come. Ed and Mike made immediate impacts, but more so, were fantastic 

club men and role models for our juniors (Ed is a future first grader if his studies will allow it). Liam Case 

made a highly successful return to cricket, his batting getting back to where we know it can be, and his 

keeping and talk, as well as vice captaincy, integral to the side. Adrian and Mitch did what they always do, 

take wickets and score runs for fun, but also at crucial times. Mark showcased his true clubman attitude, 

playing up the grades when need be, but digging in and being a great leader in 3s.  

Grant Case turned back the clock with some great batting and fielding performances, and Jeremy and Ollie 

were always willing to play when they could and help out. 

John Hodgson came out of retirement with immediate and 

positive success, and if not for illness would have played 

finals cricket, whilst Michael Wilkinson also made a great 

come back to cricket, and was very selfless in finishing the 

year in 2s so no junior missed out on playing finals cricket. 

Having senior players like Jonty Major, Frankie Walsh, Toby 

Finn, Sam O’Sullivan, Lewis Hextell, Ahmed Badat and Tim 

Rogers willingly keen to play when available or sub field 

showed the brilliant club culture that is being created at the 

club, and long may it continue, as the club continues its push 

towards another Club Championship and grand final success 

across all grades.  

Personally I’d like to thank each and every player who played for 3rd grade, sub fielded or just came to 

support. To Yusuf for scoring in our finals games, Tommy for helping our warm ups, as well as his work at 

training in conjunction with Lyle, the work of Steve, Hooky and the rest of the committee, and anyone who 

has helped in making the 2017/18 season the success it was.  

Can’t wait to see what 2018/19 brings! 

Brendan Gray 
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FOURTH GRADE 

4s began the season at the postage stamp sized Sports #6 with a one day game against Merewether. City 

batted first and managed a competitive 9-193, with solid contributions from Grant Case (42), old/new 

recruit Pat Kelly (36) and Troy Arnold (46). City took regular wickets in reply, with Merewether remaining in 

the game. It all came down to the last over, bowled by Pat Kelly, with the opposition requiring 4 runs with 2 

wickets in hand. Cagey Kelly produced a caught and bowled, 4 dot balls in a row, and then a runout with 4s 

sneaking home by 2 runs. 

Next up was Wallsend in another one day game, this time at the home of cricket, Sports #5. City batted first 

and were bowled out for 213 in the 35th over, with a rapid 65 from Helium Dan Henry well supported by 

30s from Pat Kelly and Ethan Case. Wallsend were then all out for 81, with the wily Brad O'Dell snaring 4 

wickets and the best hairdo in the club, owned by Ethan Case, picking up two wickets. City made it 3 in a 

row with a double bonus point win against Belmont, with City chasing down 129 two down inside 22 overs. 

A tight, tense loss against Waratah at Learmonth put paid to City's perfect start to the season. Waratah 

posted 6-155, with James Kosy and Ethan Case amongst the wickets. City then lost wickets at regular 

intervals to ultimately fall 20 runs short despite an impressive 30 from James Kosy. 

Another tight match followed vs University at Sports #5. Batting first, Uni posted 159, with City girls Jordan 

Johnson and Millie Kohl picking up 5 wickets between them. City scraped home in the last over 7 wickets 

down and had Troy to thank with a masterfully paced 62* steering a very nervous team home. 

City's first two day game proved to be one to forget. Almost every batsmen got a start but none could get 

past 25, with a very disappointing 140 the result. A clatter of late wickets in the chase flattered City 

somewhat, with Cardiff prevailing by 3 wickets. O'Dell, Case and Krevs each managed two wickets and 

debutant Mollie Mullen taking one.  

City packed their maps, compasses as two days of rations ahead of a trek to Awaba for another two day 

game against a strong Toronto outfit, with City handing grade debuts to Regan Birks and Daniel Wall. On a 

very warm afternoon things were looking decidedly grim with Toronto poised at 4-190. However, City 

pressed on and managed to limit the damage to 235 all out, with O'Dell taking 4 wickets. City then put on 

the 4th grade equivalent of a batting clinic, with Grant Case and Tom Fulmer putting on 136 for the first 

wicket. Case was first to go for 65 before Fulmer was out for his highest grade score of 77. A rollicking 54 

from Jock Carter ensured that the total was successfully chased down 

inside 47 overs.  

In the final game before Christmas, City hosted Wests at Learmonth. 

Some tight bowling from Andrew "into the wind" McTaggart and Scary 

"I'm too old to bowl pace so I'll see how some offies come out" Carlin 

restricting Wests to 8-98 from their 40 overs. With shades of Viv Richards 

in his pomp, Jock Carter struck a frightening 70 not out in 12 overs - City 

coming out on top two down inside 15 overs. 

After Christmas City travelled to Wallsend #2 for a one day game on 

perhaps the best batting pitch the City skipper had ever seen. Against a 

very strong Wallsend side, reinforced by a few handy higher grade C&S players, City managed 9-183 from 

their 40 overs, with the skipper finally doing something worth writing about with 79. The innings with 

however be forever remembered with Troy Arnold, looking dangerous on 20, playing and missing one and 

walking back to the pavilion thinking he had been bowled. The Wallsend keeper couldn’t believe his luck 

and whipped the bails off with Arnold already four paces down the wicket on his way back to the pavilion. 

Wallsend proved up to the task and comfortably chased down the target to win by 6 wickets, with Jordan 

Johnson picking up 3 wickets.  
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Another one day game vs Belmont at Learmonth followed, with City bowling tight lines to restrict the chase 

to 130 - Johnson and Pat Kelly chief destroyers with 3 wickets each. Carter, Krevs and Carlin all made 

contributions with the bat, with City winning three down inside 21 overs. 

City then travelled to face a strong Charlestown outfit at Charlestown Oval. City battled for the full 70 overs 

to restrict the opposition to 8/262, with debutant Angus Tait bowling well at the death and snaring a 

deserved wicket. City fell short in the chase, all out for 220, with a fine 50 by Cam Hainsworth and 47 by 

Richard Tait not quite enough to get us over the line. 

In perhaps the performance of the season, City then managed to prevail over the previously unbeaten 

Stockton in a tense two day affair at Learmonth. Bowling first, City took regular wickets, with 3 from O'Dell, 

and two each to Arnold and Kohl. A fantastic 68 from Richard Tait setup the chase, with City stumbling over 

the line eventually to win by one wicket, with Brad O'Dell hitting the winning runs and declaring a 

permanent spot in the top six should be his. 

A tight loss to a strong Hamwicks outfit followed. Hamwicks 

posted 206, with O'Dell (3), Ethan Case (2) and Millie Kohl (2) 

taking wickets. City lost 3 early wickets to be 3-8 overnight. 40s 

from Scary Carlin and Troy Armold dragged City to within sight 

of the total but sadly we fell 30 runs short. 

City then faced a must win game against Waratah. Waratah 

compiled 7-203 from their 70 overs, with O'Dell (4) and Arnold 

(2) bowling well. 40s from Jock Carter and Scary Carlin 

bookended an innings of 96* from Troy Arnold, with one of his 

sixes landing on the square on the full at Waratah #1 Oval. 

City ultimately scraped into the semis in 4th placed and faced 

Charlestown, this time at Learmonth. 4th grade games 

involving these two teams are almost always closely fought and this one proved no exception. City put in a 

strong performance in the field to dismiss Charlestown for 175, with Brad taking three wickets, the much 

better looking Kelly, Martin, taking 2 and surprise packet Krevs snaring three wickets for the first time in 

living memory. Two direct hit runouts were also affected by the Custard Arm Brothers Dan Henry and Matt 

Krevs. 

In reply City started poorly, quickly slipping to 4-36. A steady 60 run partnership between Troy Arnold and 

the skipper dragged City back into the game before Krevs was the third of an eventual four runout victims, 

with City eventually falling 20 runs short. 

A huge thanks to all 4s boys and girls for a thoroughly enjoyable season. I'll see you all next season. 

Matt Krevs 
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Women’s Cricket 2017/18 

In the second year of the Newcastle Sixers Women’s Social Cricket competition, Newcastle City once again 

were at the forefront in supporting this fantastic initiative. Now split into a pre-Christmas or Spring 

competition and a post-Christmas or Summer competition, Newcastle City had one team in the Spring 

comp and three teams in the Summer comp.  Once again, the competitions were run over a period of six 

weeks, on Sunday afternoons, at a number of locations, and the competitions were an outstanding success 

with most players indicating they would return next season.  

The Newcastle City team in the Spring comp consisted mostly of mother/daughter combinations which was 

an opportunity not before afforded to females – to have inter-generational participation in the same team. 

I’m sure this is something that will appeal more and more as our numbers of junior girls coming through 

continue to rise. Yet again, the emphasis was on fun, gaining skills, and giving it a go. We also continued to 

offer pink Sabres logo caps for our women participants, at cost price. 

All indications are that another competition will run in the coming season and we can’t wait to get out 

there again. 

Penny 
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Under 21s 

The under 21 campaign kicked off in December, and it was the first time the competition moved from 50 

overs down to 20/20. In our first game we went down to Cardiff. We only managed 120 from our 20 overs 

with some solid contributions (Ahmed 38, Wilson 27). The feeling was that we were probably 20-30 runs 

short and that was the case as Cardiff came out strong and reached the runs in the 17th over. Up next we 

were hosting Belmont who were coming off a win. We bowled first and managed to restrict them to 105. 

All the bowlers had respectable figures with Hex being the pick of the bowlers claiming 3/14 off his 4 overs. 

A solid opening partnership (55) between myself and Ahmed put us in a strong position to reach the target. 

Belmont introduced their experienced spinners who turned the game and were too good for our middle 

order as we crumbled and were all out for 89. Coming into the last game we knew we were out of 

contention of playing finals but we wanted to get our first win and end the campaign on a high. The last 

game was against University who also were searching for their first win. Weather played a big part in this 

fixture with it being around 40 degrees, along with strong westerly winds. Bowlers were bowled in 1 over 

spells and everyone chipped in and contributed in keeping Uni to only 46! Our bowlers were dominant and 

far too good for their batters. Ahmed and Cracka guided us to victory in the 4th over.  

Overall, it was a very disappointing under 21 season. I thought our squad would go deep in this competition 

due to a great season previously, as well as the majority of players having more first grade experience 

under their belts. However, we take this as a stepping stone and learn from this going into next season. I 

would like to thank Jack Downing and Greg Hook for helping selections and Yusuf Badat for scoring. 

Mitchell Nesbitt 
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Dennis Broad 

The DB Cup 20/20 comp rolled around again and for a second year straight we had some wonderful close 
games but unfortunately just missed out on making the finals. 

Game 1 vs Cardiff. Batting first seemed like a bad idea when we fell to 3/6 early. 4th Grade skipper Krevsy 
hung around for a while along with a few lusty blows from import Toby Fynn saw us reach 5/51 around the 
halfway mark of the innings. A 67 run partnership by Cal Fowler and myself saw the innings build towards a 
defendable total with a mix of good running and proper cricket shots. A few late wickets saw us end up 
with 131 and myself racking up an impressive 75 run innings (11 x 4’s) after barely any sleep the night 
before. Cardiff started well an raced out of the blocks despite an early Mike Renkert wicket. Youngster 
James Kosy came on and bowled with great maturity to bag himself 3/27 and bring us back into the game. 
Cardiff needed not many off the last over but Brendan Gray stepped up to bowl a great last over which saw 
the Cardiff innings also end on 5/131. After Some confusion it was confirmed a super over would decide the 
match. Toby bowled a good over to restrict Cardiff to just 8. Unfortunately Toby was run out first ball and 
Jeremy Unicomb was bowled (notably for a second duck in the match) to see us go down by 6 runs in an 
entertaining match.  

 Game 2 vs Belmont. Batting first again a better start saw Grant Case and 
Jay Garrett chip in for a few early runs to see us at a slightly improved 
5/57 around the halfway mark. Cal hung around for a bit before myself 
and Toby put together a 49 run partnership, which involved a little too 
much running for Toby’s liking. We end up with 7/122 which was quite 
defendable on a slowish Learmonth outfield. Toby scoring 30 off 19 and I 
remained not out on 37. Wilko and Liam Case opened up the bowling and 
did a great job ending up with 2/20 and 1/12 respectively. We continued 
to keep things tight with Toby and myself getting 1/19 and 2/21 off our 
respective 4 overs. Belmont never looked like getting close and eventually 
after the 20 overs had got 7/101. Finally the boys got to sing the song 
after several close losses in the past two seasons. 

 Game 3 vs Uni. Bowling first for a change a few early wickets saw Uni slump to 4/18. A big 81 run 
partnership saw Uni gain the ascendancy before a good late fightback from the boys kept the sore to a 
challenging but gettable 9/145 with Wilko, Cal and myself picking up 2 wickets each. Grant and Will Davis 
opened up the batting with Jay Garrett slapping 30 at number 3 got us off to a good start. Jay and myself 
put on 43 before the willy Troy Arnold strode to the crease. Troy and I then put on 59 runs but at a fraction 
slower rate than we had hoped to see us needing a dozen off the last over when I got out for a top score of 
47. Unfortunately Troy and Toby weren’t able to bring us home and we ended 5/139.  

 Thanks to all the boys who played this season (and there were plenty between the three games) and 
hopefully we can take another step forward next year! Yusuf who scored for us – absolute legend and 
thanks from all the boys. 

Adrian Mannel 
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Season Awards 

D4’s Award Winners 

Batting – Jason Lamplough Avg. 34.64  

Bowling – Michael Hancock Avg. 17.57 

4th Grade Award Winners 

Batting – Troy Arnold  Avg. 96 

Bowling – Brad O’Dell    Avg. 16.24 

3rd Grade Award Winners  

Batting – Liam Case  Avg. 23.56 

Bowling – Mitch Gray   Avg. 5.15 

2nd Grade Award Winners 

Batting – William Davis  Avg. 29.18 

Bowling – Quinn Fowler  Avg. 15.62 

1st Grade Award Winners  

Batting – Dylan Hunter  Avg. 55.45 

Bowling – Sam O’Sullivan Avg. 15.55 

100 Club 

Dylan Hunter 1st Grade vs Wests CC    165* 

Dylan Hunter 1st Grade vs Hamilton Wickham CC   136 

Bryce Garrett 2nd Grade vs Hamilton Wickham CC   101 

6 Wickets 

Jonty Major  1st Grade vs Cardiff-Boolaroo CC   6 for 39 

Toby Flynn  2nd  Grade vs Hamilton Wickham CC   8 for 29 

Mitch Gray  3rd Grade vs Cardiff-Boolaroo CC   6 for 6 

Mitch Gray  3rd Grade vs Stockton Raymond Terrace CC  6 for 14 

Mike Renkert  3rd Grade vs Toronto Workers CC   8 for 33 

10 Wickets 

Toby Flynn           2nd Grade vs Hamilton Wickham CC   8 for 29 & 3 for 28 

Mitch Gray           3rd Grade vs Cardiff-Boolaroo CC   6 for 6 & 4 for 24 

Most Wicketkeeping Dismissals  

Liam Case           19 Catches  1 Assisted runout 

Bradman Award Most Ducks 

Adrian Mannel 8 matched - 4 ducks 
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Perpetual Awards 

Most Runs in Grade – Pop Rogers Trophy 
Dylan Hunter 610 runs 

Most Wickets in Grade - Bruce O’Sullivan Trophy 
Mitch Gray 34 wickets 

Junior Player of the Year – Fordham Trophy 
Sam O’Sullivan 

Most Improved 
Callan Fowler 

Women’s Cricketer of the Year 
Jordann Johnson 

Tom Anderson Medal 
Tom Fulmer 

All Rounder – Robert Wilkinson Trophy  
Dylan Hunter 

Julie Vitnell Medal 
Jonty Major 

Club Person of the Year – Robert Wilkinson Plate 
Yusuf Badat 

Player of the Year 
Dylan Hunter 
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Thank You to all Our Sponsors   

Corporate Sponsors 
 


